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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 
The Town of Paonia values a clean, high quality drinking water supply and decided to work 
collaboratively with area stakeholders to develop a Source Water Protection Plan to protect our 
water sources, several springs located within the North Fork of the Gunnison River watershed. 
During the months of October 2009 to June 2010, six stakeholder meetings were held in 
Paonia, Colorado to encourage local public participation. The planning process attracted 
interest and participation from 13 people including local citizens, water operators, and 
government representatives. This group comprised the Paonia Planning Team (the Planning 
Team or Team). 

The Team initially reviewed the Source Water Assessment completed by the Colorado 
Department of Public Health and Environment (the State). The Assessment included the 
delineation of the source water protection area, potential sources of contaminants, and the 
susceptibility of these contaminants to degrade the water source. Using this information as a 
starting point, the Team requested a re-delineation of the protection area to include areas not 
included in the State’s Assessment. The delineated source water protection area defines the 
region where the Team has chosen to implement our source water protection measures to 
reduce source water susceptibility to contamination.  

To develop our management approach, the Planning Team focused on the following issues of 
concern within the Source Water Protection Area: forest lands, agricultural practices, road miles, 
and future land use. 

The Planning Team reviewed and discussed several possible management approaches that 
could be implemented within the protection area to help reduce the risks of potential 
contamination to the community’s source water. Voluntary implementation of source water 
management approaches at the local level (i.e. county and municipal) applies an additional level 
of protection to the drinking water supply by taking preventive measures to protect the source 
water. The Planning Team established a “common sense” approach in identifying and selecting 
the most feasible source water management activities to implement locally. These management 
practices included in this Plan are recommended by the Team to reduce the risks of potential 
contaminants to the Source Water Protection Area and protect the drinking water sources for 
the community of Paonia.  

At the completion of this plan, a Steering Committee was formed to oversee its implementation. 
Representatives from the town, water providers, community, and government agencies who 
participated on the Planning Team volunteered to serve on the Steering Committee and meet 
quarterly throughout the year. The first meeting of the Steering Committee was held on August 
6, 2010. At this first meeting the Committee began discussing which management approaches 
to implement during 2010 and 2011.  

The Colorado Rural Water Association’s Source Water Protection Specialist, Kimberly Mihelich, 
helped facilitate the source water protection planning process. The goal of the Association’s 
Source Water Protection Program is to assist rural and small communities served by public 
water systems to reduce or eliminate the potential risks to drinking water supplies through the 
development of Source Water Protection Plans, and provide assistance for the implementation 
of prevention measures. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The Town of Paonia recognizes the possibility of potential threats to its water supply. We 
realized that in order to protect our springs as the sources of our drinking water, we needed to 
develop a protection plan to prevent possible contamination of their source waters. Proactive 
planning and prevention are essential to both the long-term integrity of our water systems and 
limiting our costs and liabilities.  

 
 

 

Purpose of the Source Water Protection Plan  

The Source Water Protection Plan (SWPP) is a tool for Paonia to ensure clean and high quality 
drinking water sources for current and future generations.  This Source Water Protection Plan is 
designed to: 

 

• Create an awareness of the community’s drinking water sources and the potential risks 
to water quality within the watershed; 
 

• Encourage education and voluntary solutions to alleviate pollution risks;  
 

• Promote management practices to protect and enhance our drinking water supply;  
 

• Provide for a comprehensive action plan in case of an emergency that threatens or 
disrupts our community water supply. 

Developing and implementing source water protection measures at the local level (i.e. county 
and municipal) will complement existing regulatory protection measures implemented at the 
state and federal governmental levels by filling protection gaps that can only be addressed at 
the local level.  

Public Participation in the Planning Process 
 
Public participation is vitally important to the overall success of Colorado’s Source Water 
Assessment and Protection (SWAP) program.  Source water protection was founded on the 
concept that informed citizens, equipped with fundamental knowledge about their drinking water 
source and the threats to it, will be the most effective advocates for protecting this valuable 

Table 1: Contact information for the Town of Paonia 

 
PWSID 

 
PWS Name 

 
Name 

 
Title 

 
Address 

 
City 

 
ST 

 
Zip 

 
Phone 

 

CO0114601 
 

Town of Paonia 

 
Neal 
Schwieterman 

 
Mayor 

 

 
214 Grand 

Ave. 

 
Paonia 

 
CO 

 
81428 

 
907-527-4101 

 

CO0115601 

 

Town of Paonia 

 
 
Scott Leon 

Public 
Works 

Director 

 
214 Grand 

Ave. 

 
Paonia 

 
CO 

81428 

 
 

970-527-4101 
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The source water protection planning effort consisted 
of public planning team meetings and individual 
meetings with water operators, government, and 
agency representatives. Information discussed at the 
meetings helped the Team develop an understanding 
of the issues affecting source water protection for the 
Paonia community. The Team then made 
recommendations for management approaches to be 
incorporated into a protection plan. In addition to the 
planning team meetings, data and other information 
pertaining to source water protection areas was 
gathered via public documents, internet research, 
phone calls, emails, and field trips to the protection 
area. A summary of the meetings is presented below. 

 

Figure 1: Planning Team members 

resource. Local support and acceptance of the plan is more likely where local stakeholders have 
actively participated in the development of their protection plan.  

During the months of October 2009 to June 2010, six stakeholder meetings were held at the 
Paonia Town Hall in Paonia, Colorado to encourage local public participation in the planning 
process. Local stakeholders were sent letters of invitation to participate with follow-up by 
postcards and email reminders of meeting dates. The source water protection planning process 
attracted interest and participation from 13 people including local citizens, water operators, and 
government representatives. Input from the following list of Planning Team participants was 
greatly appreciated. 
 
 
Table 2: Town of Paonia Source Water Protection Plan participants 

Participant 
 
Affiliation 
 

Kimberly Mihelich Colorado Rural Water Association 

Eddy Balch Colorado Rural Water Association 

Steve Tuck Colorado Division of Water Resources 

Albert Borkowski Paonia Ranger District 

Scott Leon Town of Paonia 

Travis Loberg Town of Paonia 

Tricia Bliss Town of Paonia 

Francis Winston Winston Water Works 

Norm Smith Landowner-Town of Paonia 

Roberta Salk Lamborn Dr. Water Association 

Janelle Comer South Lamborn Mesa Water 

Ron Wist West Paonia Water 

Steve J. Kossler Mt. Lamborn Rancher 

Mark Roeber West Elk Livestock Association 

Todd Harding Bear Paw Springs 

 

Protection Plan Development 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PHOTO: KIMBERLY MIHELICH, CRWA 
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Table 3: Presentations and Planning Team Meetings 

Date Purpose of Meeting 

10/12/09 
First Planning Team meeting with presentation on the process of developing a Source Water Protection Plan for 
the Town of Paonia. Set goals of a Source Water Protection Plan for the Town of Paonia. 

11/16/09 

Second Planning Team meeting with discussion on the State’s Source Water Assessment for the Town of Paonia 
including the State’s inventory of potential sources of contamination and identification of issues of concern.  
Discussion about spring s not included in the States’ delineation and the decision was made to request a re-
delineation of the Source Water Protection Area. 

 
01/25/10 

 
Third Planning Team meeting with continued discussion of delineation of the Source Water Protection Area.  
Discussion of issues and concern and potential management approaches to include in the Protection Plan. 

 
03/29/10 

 
Fourth Planning Team meeting with continued discussion of issues of concern and best management 
approaches to include in the Protection Plan  

 
05/07/10 

 
Fifth Planning Team meeting to review and edit the Draft Plan; appoint a Steering Committee 

   06/25/10 
Sixth Planning Team meeting to review and finalize Source Water Protection Plan: set the date for the first 
Steering Committee meeting, and implement one of the action items of the Plan. 

08/06/10 First Steering Committee Meeting 

 

Steering Committee Members 

At the completion of this plan, a Steering Committee was formed to implement the management 
approaches of this Source Water Protection Plan. Members of the Planning Team volunteered 
to serve on the Steering Committee and meet quarterly throughout the year. The first meeting of 
the Steering Committee is scheduled for August 6, 2010. At this first meeting the Committee will 
develop an Action Plan for management approaches to implement during 2010. 

Table 4: Steering Committee Members 

Name Affiliation 

Scott Leon Town of Paonia 

Travis Loberg Town of Paonia 

Francis Winston Winston Water Works 

Steve Tuck Colorado Division of Water Resources 

Albert Borkowski Paonia Ranger District 

Kimberly Mihelich Colorado Rural Water Association 
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WATER SUPPLY SETTING 

Location  

The Town of Paonia is a small community, covering an area of 0.8 square miles, and is located 
in Delta County on the western slope of Colorado.  Delta County covers approximately 1,149 
square miles and has a population of 27,834. Paonia is situated on the North Fork of the 
Gunnison River near the head of the North Fork Valley (Longitude - 38°52′03″N, Latitude - 
107°35′33″W), an area about 150 miles southwest of Denver, Colorado's capital. The valley lies 
at the foot of Mount Lamborn and the Grand Mesa. This valley forms the North Fork of the 
Gunnison River watershed. 

 

 

DELTA COUNTY
GUNNISON
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Mendicant

^

 
Town of Paonia 

Town of Hotchkiss 

MAP: KIMBERLY MIHELICH, CRWA 

Figure 2: Location of Paonia in Delta County, Colorado 
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Topography 
 
Delta County has unique and diverse land forms and a varied topography:  flattop mesa and 
“adobe” badlands, river canyons, flat irrigated farm lands, and high mountain peaks.  Elevations 
range from 4,750 feet in the Gunnison River Valley to well over 11,000 feet in the West Elk 
Mountains (Delta County Master Plan, 1996). 
 
The majority of the source water protection area lies on Mount Lamborn adjacent to the West 
Elk Wilderness of the Gunnison National Forest.  Mount Lamborn is about six miles southeast of 
the Town of Paonia and has an elevation of 11,396 feet.  The West Elk Wilderness on the 
Gunnison National Forest is about 176,000 acres ranging from 7,000 to more than 13,000 feet.  
The Town of Paonia is located northwest of the source water protection area at an elevation of 
about 5,300 feet. 
 
 
Figure 3: Topography of the Source Water Protection Area 

 
 
 SOURCE: UNITED STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
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Physiography 
 
Physiographic regions are broad-scale subdivisions based on terrain texture, rock type, and 
geologic structure and history.  Paonia’s source water protection area lies at the edge of the 
Colorado Plateau province. The Colorado Plateau consists of a succession of plateaus and 
mesas that gradually cascade away from the mountains. This series of relatively horizontal 
plateaus has been dissected by rugged canyons associated with the state’s river systems 
(Groundwater Atlas of Colorado, 2003). The Colorado Plateau is characterized predominantly 
by sedimentary rocks.  

 

 
 
 
 

SOURCE: GROUND WATER ATLAS OF COLORADO 

Figure 4: Physiographic Provinces of Colorado (solid line - province boundary; dashed line - sub province boundary) 
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Geology 
 
The Town of Paonia's source water protection area is located in the southern Piceance Basin, 
which is part of the Colorado Plateau physiographic province.  The Piceance Basin formed 
during the Laramide orogeny (70-40 million years ago) and is made up of Mesozoic and 
Cenozoic sedimentary rocks.  The Laramide orogeny, along with subsequent uplift, deformation, 
and faulting in the Oligocene and Miocene (35-5 million years ago) influenced much of 
Colorado's present topography; creating block-faulted mountains, basins, and plateaus 
(Groundwater Atlas of Colorado, 2003).  
 
Sedimentary rocks are formed by the deposition of material derived from the erosion of pre-
existing rocks as well as material of organic origin (Groundwater Atlas of Colorado, 2003). 
Sedimentary rocks in the source water protection area are predominately shales, siltstones, and 
sandstones of the Tertiary Mancos formation. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Generalized geologic map of Colorado 

SOURCE: GROUNDWATER ATLAS OF COLORADO 
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Climate 
 
The climate of the Colorado Plateau physiographic province is semi-arid and generally has 
abundant sunshine, low relative humidity, large daily temperature variations, high to moderate 
winds, and little precipitation. The varied topography produces varied micro-climatic conditions. 
Valleys and basins between mesas may exhibit semi-arid, desert-like conditions, while alpine 
conditions can exist at the higher altitudes. At elevations below 9,000 feet, average annual 
precipitation ranges from about 8 to 18 inches, while mountain ranges receive in excess of 32 
inches.  
 
Winter and spring storms represent the majority of the precipitation in this region. Summer 
thunderstorms, although brief, can often be very intense, producing 20 to 40 percent of the 
annual precipitation (Groundwater Atlas of Colorado, 2003). 
 
The Town of Paonia is located at an elevation of 5,680 feet.  Paonia has a mild climate with 
warm dry summers and moderate winters.  The mean annual precipitation is 15 inches per year, 
and the annual mean air temperature is 50.3 degrees Fahrenheit.  The average growing season 
is 143 days. 
 
 

SOURCE: GROUNDWATER ATLAS OF COLORADO 

Figure 6: Average annual precipitation in Colorado 
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Land Ownership and Use 
 
Delta County encompasses about 740,000 acres or 1,157 square miles.  55% of the land is 
public land and managed by the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and Gunnison National Forest and 
the Uncompahgre Resource Area of the Bureau of Land Management.  330,900 acres of Delta 
County is privately owned.  Most privately owned land is used for some sort of agricultural 
production – fruit orchards, row crops or pasture (Delta County Master Plan, 1996). 
 
The majority of the Town of Paonia’s Source Water Protection area lies within the Gunnison 
National Forest. This land is managed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Forest Service. 
Other portions of land are managed by the Bureau of Land Management. The rest of land within 
the protection area is privately owned land managed by Delta County.  
 
 

 
 
 

SOURCE: DELTA COUNTY GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT 

SOURCE: GROUND WATER ATLAS OF COLORADO 

Figure 7: Delta County Property Classification 
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WATER QUALITY SETTING 

Hydrology 
 
The Town of Paonia receives its drinking water through several springs located on the face of 
Mount Lamborn. A spring is a naturally occurring water resource that is formed when the side of 
a hill, a valley bottom or other excavation intersects a flowing body of ground water at or below 
the local water table, below which the subsurface material is saturated with water.  A spring is 
the result of an aquifer being filled to the point that water overflows onto the land surface. 

Springs may be formed in any sort of rock. When water enters fractures in the underlying 
geology, it dissolves bedrock. When it reaches a horizontal crack or a layer of non-dissolving 
rock such as sandstone or shale, it begins to cut sideways, forming an underground stream. As 
the process continues, the water hollows out more rock, eventually admitting an airspace, at 
which point the spring stream can be considered a cave, a process that is thought to take tense 
to hundreds of thousands of years to complete. 
 
The amount of water that flows from springs depends on many factors, including the size of the 
caverns within the rocks, the water pressure in the aquifer, the size of the spring basin, and the 
amount of rainfall (The Water Cycle-Springs). 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

SOURCE: US GELOGOGICAL SURVEY 

 

Figure 8: Cross-section of spring hydrology 
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Drinking Water Supply Operations 
 
The Town of Paonia is a small community located in Delta County, Colorado, and is situated on 
the North Fork of the Gunnison River near the head of the North Fork Valley.  The North Fork 
Valley sits at an elevation of 5,682 feet and lies at the foot of Mount Lamborn and the Grand 
Mesa and forms the North Fork of the Gunnison River watershed. 

The Town of Paonia’s has 785 households, a population of 1,497 residents, and a small town 
charm.  As an incorporated town, its municipal affairs are governed by the Paonia Town 
Council. Paonia’s water system provides drinking water to its town residents as well as 625 area 
residents outside of town limits. 

The source waters for Paonia include multiple springs along the face of Mount Lamborn.  The 
water is collected in spring boxes and transported to two treatment plants, Lamborn Plant and 
Clock Plant, where the water is filtered through pressure filters and bag filters followed by 
chlorination.  The treated water from the Lamborn plant is stored in a two million gallon 
aboveground storage tank and the treated from the Clock plant is stored in a one million gallon 
below ground storage tank.  The treated water is then delivered to Paonia and area residents 
via a network of underground pipes to 1,536 taps, of which 119 are commercial. 
 
The average daily demand is 530,000 gallons. Peak usage during the summer is in July with an 
average of 760,000 gallons per day. The lowest usage month is in March with an average of 
409,000 gallons consumed per day. The system has a capacity for providing 1,040,000 gallons 
per day. The Town of Paonia provides an Annual Drinking Water Quality Report to the public 
which provides information on the results of their water monitoring program. The 2009 report is 
available at the Paonia Town Office. 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9: View of Paonia from north 

  PHOTO: KIMBERLY MIHELICH, CRWA 
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OVERVIEW OF COLORADO’s SWAP PROGRAM 
 
 
Source water assessment and protection came into existence in 1996 as a result of 
Congressional reauthorization and amendment of the Safe Drinking Water Act. The 1996 
amendments required each state to develop a source water assessment and protection (SWAP) 
program. The Water Quality Control Division, an agency of the Colorado Department of Public 
Health and Environment (CDPHE), assumed the responsibility of developing Colorado’s SWAP 
program.  The SWAP program protection plans will be integrated with the existing Colorado 
Wellhead Protection Program that was established in amendments made to the federal Safe 
Drinking Water Act (SDWA, Section 1428) in 1986. Wellhead protection is a preventative 
concept that aims to protect public groundwater wells from contamination.  The Wellhead 
Protection Program and the SWAP program have similar goals and will combine protection 
efforts in one merged program plan. 
 
Colorado’s SWAP program is a two-phased process designed to assist public water systems in 
preventing potential contamination of their untreated drinking water supplies. The two phases 
include the Assessment Phase and the Protection Phase as depicted in the upper and lower 
portions of Figure 11, respectively. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

SOURCE:  COLORADO DEPT. OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT-WQCD 

Figure 10: Source Water Assessment and Protection Process 
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Source Water Assessment Phase 
 
As depicted in the upper portion of Figure 11, the Assessment Phase for all public water 
systems consists of four primary elements: 

1. Delineating the source water assessment area for each drinking water source; 

2. Conducting a contaminant source inventory to identify potential sources of contamination 
within each of the source water assessment areas; 

3. Conducting a susceptibility analysis to determine the potential susceptibility of each 
public drinking water source to the different sources of contamination and; 

4. Reporting the results of the source water assessment to the public water systems and 
the general public. 

The Assessment Phase involves understanding where the Town of Paonia’s source water 
comes from, what contaminant sources potentially threaten our water sources, and how 
susceptible each water source is to potential contamination.  The susceptibility of an individual 
water source is analyzed by examining the properties of its physical setting and potential 
contaminant source threats.  The resulting analysis calculations are used to report an estimate 
of how susceptible each water source is to potential contamination. 

 

Source Water Protection Phase 
 
The Protection Phase is a voluntary, ongoing process in which the Town of Paonia has been 
encouraged to voluntarily employ preventive measures to protect their water supply from the 
potential sources of contamination to which it may be most susceptible. The Protection Phase 
can be used to take action to avoid unnecessary treatment or replacement costs associated 
with potential contamination of the untreated water supply. Source water protection begins when 
local decision-makers use the source water assessment results and other pertinent information 
as a starting point to develop a protection plan.  As depicted in the lower portion of Figure 11, 
the source water protection phase for all public water systems consists of four primary 
elements: 

1. Involving local stakeholders in the planning process; 

2. Developing a comprehensive protection plan for all of their drinking water sources; 

3. Implementing the protection plan on a continuous basis to reduce the risk of potential 
contamination of the drinking water sources; and 

4. Monitoring the effectiveness of the protection plan and updating it accordingly as future 
assessment results indicate. 

The water system and the community recognize that the Safe Drinking Water Act grants no 
statutory authority to the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment or to any other 
state or federal agency to force the adoption or implementation of source water protection 
measures.  This authority rests solely with local communities and local governments.  The 
source water protection phase is an ongoing process as indicated in Figure 11.  The evolution of 
the SWAP program is to incorporate any new assessment information provided by the public 
water supply systems and update the protection plan accordingly. 
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SOURCE WATER ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
 
The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment assumed the lead role in 
conducting the source water assessments for public water systems in Colorado.  The Town of 
Paonia drinking water providers received their source water assessment report in November 
2004 and have reviewed the report along with the Source Water Protection Planning Team. 
These assessment results were used as a starting point to guide the development of 
appropriate management approaches to protect their source water from potential contamination.  
A copy of the source water assessment summary report can be obtained by contacting the 
water system or by downloading a copy from the Colorado Department of Public Health and 
Environment’s SWAP program web site located at: www.cdphe.state.co.us/wq/sw/swaphom 
.html.  The following sections provide a brief summary of the main findings from the three 
component phases of the assessment. 
 

Source Water Assessment Area Delineation 
 
A source water protection area is the surface and subsurface areas from which contaminants 
are reasonably likely to reach a water source. The purpose of delineating a Source Water 
Protection Area is to determine the recharge area that supplies water to a public water source. 
Delineation is the process used to identify and map the area around a pumping well that 
supplies water to the well or spring, or to identify and map the drainage basin that supplies 
water to a surface water intake.  The size and shape of the area depends on the characteristics 
of the aquifer and the well, or the watershed. The delineated source water assessment area 
provides the basis for understanding where the community’s source water and potential 
contaminant threats originate, and where the community has chosen to implement its source 
water protection measures in an attempt to manage the susceptibility of their source water to 
potential contamination.     
 
The Source Water Protection Planning Team reviewed the protection area delineated in the 
State’s Assessment for the Town of Paonia and decided to expand the protection area beyond 
the zones of susceptibility to include a more definable boundary.  This new boundary was 
created by tracing the closest section lines around the original delineation areas, thus making it 
easier to identify on a map, as shown on Figure 12. 
 
Ground Water Sources and Ground Water Sources under the Influence of Surface Water 
The Town of Paonia’s community source waters are from springs contained within the North 
Fork of the Gunnison River Watershed. The locations of potential contaminant sources to the 
drinking water intakes were evaluated using Geographic Information System technology to 
determine their proximity relative to three sensitivity zones defined as: 
 
1) Zone 1 is a 500-foot radius around each water source intake. 
 
2) Zone 2 is defined by estimating the distance it takes a particle of water to travel to the water 
source intake over a two-year time period by using a groundwater flow modeling program, 
known as a two-year time of travel. 
 
3) Zone 3 is defined as the rest of the source water assessment area not covered by either 
Zone 1 or Zone 2 and expands to include the section lines shown below. 
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Drinking Water Protection Area 
 

The Town of Paonia decided to expand the delineation of the Source Water Protection Area 

prepared by the CDPHE and adopt a community “Drinking Water Protection Area” (DWPA).  

The Drinking Water Protection Area takes into account section lines and is easier to identify on 

a map.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 11: Map of the re-delineated Source Water Protection Area 
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Contaminant Source Inventory 
 
Notice 
The information contained in this “Plan” is limited to that available from public records and the 
water supplier. Other “potential contaminant sites” or threats to the water supply may exist in the 
source water assessment area that are not identified in this “Plan.”  Identification of a site as a 
“potential contaminant site” should not be interpreted as one that will necessarily cause 
contamination of the water supply.  
 
In 2001-2002 a contaminant source inventory was conducted by the Colorado Department of 
Public Health and Environment to identify selected potential sources of contamination that might 
be present within the source water assessment areas. Discrete contaminant sources were 
inventoried using selected state and federal regulatory databases. Dispersed contaminant 
sources were inventoried using a recent land use/land cover and transportation maps of 
Colorado, along with selected state regulatory databases. The contaminant inventory was 
completed by mapping the potential contaminant sources with the aid of a Geographic 
Information System (GIS). 
 
The results were provided to the water systems as part of the source water assessment 
process. As a town, we were asked to review the inventory information, field-verify selected 
information about existing and new discrete contaminant sources, and provide feedback on the 
accuracy of the inventory.   

The WQCD’s assessment process used the terms “discrete” and “dispersed” potential sources 
of contamination. A discrete source is a facility that can be mapped as a point, while a dispersed 
source covers a broader area such as a type of land use (crop land, forest, residential, etc.). 
Contaminant health concerns for the discrete and dispersed sources of contaminants are 
included in the Appendices of this report. 

Discrete Potential Sources of Contamination 
As identified by CDHPHE, the contaminant source inventory results for the Town of Paonia 
indicates one type of discrete potential source of contamination: 
 

• Aboveground, Underground and Leaking Storage Tank sites. 
 

Dispersed Potential Sources of Contamination 
As identified by CDPHE, the contaminant source inventory indicates the following types of 
dispersed contaminant sources within the source water assessment areas analyzed:  

• Pasture/Hay 

• Row Crop 

• Deciduous Forests 

• Evergreen Forests  

• Mixed Forests 

• Road Miles 
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Susceptibility Analysis 
 
Notice: The susceptibility analysis provides a screening-level evaluation of the likelihood that a 
potential contamination problem could occur rather than an indication that a potential 
contamination problem has or will occur.  The analysis is NOT a reflection of the current quality 
of the untreated source water, nor is it a reflection of the quality of the treated drinking water that 
is supplied to the public. 

The susceptibility analysis was conducted by the Colorado Department of Public Health and 
Environment to identify how susceptible an untreated water source could be to contamination 
from potential sources of contamination inventoried within its source water assessment area.  
The analysis looked at the susceptibility posed by individual potential contaminant sources and 
the collective or total susceptibility posed by all of the potential contaminant sources in the 
source water assessment area. The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment 
developed a susceptibility analysis model for surface water sources and ground water sources 
under the influence of surface water, and another model for ground water sources. Both models 
provided an objective analysis based on the best available information at the time of the 
analysis. The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment provided the Town of 
Paonia with a final source water assessment report and supporting analysis information.  

Table 7 summarizes the total susceptibility and physical setting vulnerability results, and the 
individual susceptibility results for the discrete and dispersed contaminant sources associated 
with each of the water sources identified in the assessment reports.  

 

An explanation of the rating system used in Table 5 includes: 

1) Overall Susceptibility Rating - This rating is based on two components: the physical 
setting vulnerability of the water source and the contaminant threat.  

2) Physical Setting Vulnerability Rating – This rating is based on the ability of the ground 
water flow to provide a sufficient buffering capacity to mitigate potential contaminant 
concentrations in the water source. 

3) Land Uses (Dispersed Potential Sources of Contaminants) Susceptibility Ratings - 
This summarizes those land uses that the WQCD’s assessment considered to represent 
the highest threats to the water source. 
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Table 5: Susceptibility Results and Contaminant Source Inventory as identified by CDPHE 

 
 
 
 

Public Water System Town of Paonia Town of Paonia 

Public Water System  
Identification # CO0115601 CO0115601 

Drinking Water Sources Springs Springs 

Source Type Ground Water 
Ground Water under the Influence of  

Surface Water 

OVERALL SUSCEPTIBILITY RATING  

 

4-Moderately Low 

2-Moderately Low 
34-Moderate 

PHYSICAL SETTING VULNERABILITY RATING  

 

4-Moderately Low 

35-Moderate 
1-High 

DISCRETE CONTAMINANT SOURCES  

Aboveground, Underground 
and Leaking Storage Tank 

Sites X X 

DISPERSED CONTAMINANT SOURCES  

Pasture/Hay 

 

X X 

 

Road Miles X X 

Forests: Deciduous, Mixed, & 
Evergreen X X 

Row Crops X X 
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Contaminants Health Concerns 
 
The discrete and dispersed sources of contaminants can cause acute and chronic health 
concerns as indicated below. These categories of contaminants are most likely associated with 
the most prevalent sources identified in Table 5. 

Acute Health Concerns                                                                                                                       
Acute health concern contaminants include individual contaminants and categories of 
constituents that pose the most serious immediate health concerns resulting from short-term 
exposure to the constituent.  Many of these acute health concern contaminants are classified as 
potential cancer-causing (i.e., carcinogenic) constituents or have a Maximum Contaminant 
Level Goal (MCLG) set at zero (0).  

   

Table 6: Acute Health Concerns 

Acute Health Concern Discrete 
Contaminants 

Dispersed 
Contaminants Microorganisms X x 

Nitrate/Nitrite x x 

Pesticides x x 

Semi-volatile organic compounds 
(SVOCs) 

x  

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) x  

Lead x  

Ammonia or nitric acid x x 

 

 
Chronic Health Concerns                     
Chronic health concern contaminants include categories of constituents that pose potentially 
serious health concerns due to long-term exposure to the constituent.  Most of these chronic 
health concern contaminants include the remaining primary drinking water contaminants. 

Table 7: Chronic Health Concerns 

Acute Health Concern Discrete 
Contaminants 

Dispersed 
Contaminants Herbicides x x 

Pesticides  x 

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) x  

Non-metal inorganic compounds   

Metals – Primary Drinking Water (other 
than lead) 

x  

Turbidity x x 

Other inorganic compounds x x 

Other organic compounds x  
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SOURCE: COLORADO WATER QUALITY CONTROL DIVISION 

 

 

SOURCE: COLORADO WATER QUALITY CONTROL DIVISION 
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DISCUSSION OF ISSUES OF CONCERN 

 
The Planning Team reviewed the information presented in the State’s assessment, discussed 
other potential sources of contaminants not included in the assessment, and identified areas of 
concern within the source water protection areas in which to focus our management 
approaches.  
 
Issues of concern include: 
 

• Public Lands 

• Land use: Growth and Development 
 

All other potential issues of concern that were identified by the State’s source water assessment 
for the Town of Paonia were determined to be of very low or no risk to our source water 
protection area. 

 

Surface and Ground Water Contaminants 
 
Many types of land uses have the potential to contaminate source waters: spills from tanks, 
trucks, and railcars; leaks from buried containers; failed septic systems, buried or injection of 
wastes underground, use of fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides, road salting, and polluted 
urban and agricultural runoff.  While catastrophic contaminant spills or releases can wipe out a 
water resource, ground water degradation can result from a plethora of small releases of 
harmful substances. According to the USEPA, nonpoint-source pollution (when water runoff 
moves over or into the ground picking up pollutants and carrying them into surface and ground 
water) is the leading cause of water quality degradation (GWPC, 2008). 
 
 

Figure 12: Schematic drawing of some potential sources of contaminants to surface and ground water 

 

 
  SOURCE: GROUND WATER ATLAS OF COLORADO 
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DISCUSSION OF ISSUES OF CONCERN 

 

Public Lands 
 

The majority of the source waters for the Paonia, Colorado originate on Gunnison National 
Forest land managed by the Paonia Ranger District. These source waters have the greatest 
potential to be directly affected by land use or forest management activities.  
 
The public land managers adhere to the principal of multiple-use management outlined by the 
Federal Land Policy and Management Act. This means that they balance outdoor recreation 
and preservation of wildlife habitat, air and water, and other scenic and historical values with 
environmentally responsible commercial development of the land and its resources.  
 
Studies show that the percentage of forested land in a source water area is one of the most 
important factors in determining water quality.  The more forested land in a source area, the 
better the water quality and lower the treatment costs (Source Protection Handbook: Using Land 
Conservation to Protect Drinking Water Supplies, 2005). 
 
The Planning Team will monitor the water quality from the effects of forest fires, off-road 
vehicles, and livestock and wildlife grazing, within forest lands. 
 
Forest Fires 
The Paonia Ranger District has participated on the Planning Team and has identified 
management approaches for these forest lands to protect water quality. The Planning Team 
recommends keeping informed on forest management issues, participating in the forest 
planning activities, and developing partnerships with forest land managers. 
 
Recreation 
Much of the source water protection area is within forest lands. The Planning Team has 
identified off-road vehicle use as a potential threat to forested lands within the source water 
protection area. Some undesirable impacts include severely eroded soils, user-created 
unplanned roads, disrupted wetland ecosystems, as well as general habitat destruction and 
degraded water quality throughout forested lands. 
 
Most off-road vehicle use within the Gunnison National Forest is only allowed on established or 
designated routes.  As shown in Figure 14, parts of Paonia’s source water protection area allow 
off-road vehicles during summer months while other parts prohibit the use yearlong.    
 

Grazing 
Since 1988 all livestock have been managed as a pool and have grazed both the BLM and the 
National Forest lands. The allotment has been broken into 29 pastures. The basic grazing 
program involves moving onto the allotment on the low elevation pastures, then moving into 
higher elevation pastures as plant development allows. Cattle are moved through the pastures 
on an annually alternating clock-wise/counter clock-wise fashion. Livestock graze a pasture 
once a year, for 3 to 20 days depending on each pastures capacity. 
 
Within the Gunnison National Forest, grazing can impact upland infiltration and erosion, and 
water quality for groundwater under the influence of surface water infiltration. The most common 
livestock-caused impacts include fecal/bacterial contamination, sedimentation, and increased  
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DISCUSSION OF ISSUES OF CONCERN 

 

temperatures. Livestock and wildlife grazing activities with the highest potential for direct and 
indirect impacts to water resources include long-term concentrated grazing in infiltration areas, 
and trampling/trailing near water sources.  
 
The Planning Team recommends obtaining a map of the grazing allotments and schedule of 
use within the watershed, monitoring riparian and water quality health impacts on forest lands 
within the watershed, and encouraging BMPs to minimize source water impacts.  
 
 

 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Land Use: Growth and Development 
 
Currently, land within our source water protection area is primarily public land and a portion is 
owned by the Town of Paonia.  Future development of this area is currently not a potential 
threat.  However, the Team recommends that decision makers within Delta County be 
encouraged to consider source water protection when making land use decisions.  
 

Figure 13: Public land use map 
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SOURCE WATER PROTECTION MEASURES 

Management Approaches 
 
The Planning Team reviewed and discussed several possible management approaches that 
could be implemented within the Source Water Protection Area to help reduce the potential risks 
of contamination to the community’s source water. The Planning Team established a “common 
sense” approach in identifying and selecting the most feasible source water management 
activities to implement locally. The focus was on selecting those protection measures that are 
most likely to work for this project. 

The Planning Team recommends the management practices listed in Table 13, “Source Water 
Protection Best Management Practices” be considered for implementation by: 

� Town of Paonia 

� Bureau of Land Management 

� U.S. Forest Service Paonia Ranger District 

� Delta County  (Government, Land Use, and Health Department) 

� Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment 

� Colorado Rural Water Association 

Evaluating Effectiveness of Management Approaches 
 
A plan is only a prologue.  Its usefulness lies in its implementation.  What is essential therefore, 
is the willingness of the community to concern itself with its own future.  Building on that 
concern, this Plan can be a catalyst for responsible and productive measures to guide the 
changes that inevitably will come (Delta County Master Plan, 1996). 

The Town of Paonia is voluntarily committed to applying source water assessment and 
protection principles to finding and protecting new water sources in the future.  This is part of the 
larger ongoing commitment to providing the highest quality drinking water to their consumers.   

As a town, we are voluntarily committed to assisting the Colorado Department of Public Health 
and Environment in making future refinements to their source water assessment and to revise 
the Source Water Protection Plan accordingly based on any major refinements.  
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Source Water Protection Best Management Practices 

Table 8: Source Water Protection Priorities and Best Management Practices 

 

Priority Issue Management Approach Implementer 
Public Lands   
Forest Fires 1. Fuels Reduction – The District Ranger will continue to 

implement the National Fire Plan as well as the Lamborn Wildlife 
Habitat Improvement Project to reduce fuels within the National 
Forest lands within the watershed. 
2. Fire Prevention – The District Ranger will continue to 
implement their fire prevention plan which includes public 
education programs: Fire Wise program and Project Learning 
Tree. 

Paonia Ranger District 
 
 
 
Paonia Ranger District 

Livestock Grazing 1. Obtain a map of the livestock grazing allotment in the 
watershed and environmental assessment reports that pertain to 
livestock grazing. 
2. Continue the management of the allotments within the 
planning area. 
3. Identify monitoring that evaluates livestock impacts on riparian 
areas and water quality.  Encourage the use of BMPs to 
minimize source water impacts. 

Steering Committee 
Paonia Ranger District 
 
Paonia Ranger District 
 
Paonia Ranger District 

Roads and Sediment 1.  The USFS will continue to use road maintenance BMPs and 
management decisions to prevent sediment delivery to streams.  
These may include grading, culverts, sediment basins, water 
bars, stream bank revegetation, as well as seasonal and 
permanent road closures 

Paonia Ranger District 
Town of Paonia 

Recreational Activities 1. Minimize the effects of recreational activities within the 
watershed from both motorized and non-motorized activities.  
Continue to provide multiple uses while restricting motorized 
vehicles to system authorized roads that are signed.  Restore or 
close areas degraded by OHV usage 

Paonia Ranger District 

Public Outreach and 
Participation 

1. Keep informed of forest management issues in the watershed, 
participate in forest planning activities, and work as partners with 
forest land managers 

Steering Committee 
Town of Paonia 
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Priority Issue Management Approach Implementer 

Water Utility   
Water Supply Intakes 1. Perform regular inspection of the springs. 

2. Protect areas around intakes with fencing and signage. 
System Operators 
System Managers 

Water Operations 1. Ensure that the water treatment plant is properly manage, 
operated and maintained to prevent contamination of the 
drinking water. 
2. Store chemicals properly at the treatment plant. 
3. Ensure that all employees are familiar with the Source 
Water Protection Plan, emergency and contingency plan, 
and hazardous spill response. 

System Managers 
 
 
System Managers 
 
System Managers 

Public Education 1. Develop a mailing list of land owners and residents within 
the protection area. 
2. Provide information concerning the SWPP in the annual 
Consumer Confidence Report (CCR).  Insert an additional 
letter of paragraph in the CCR of their presence within the 
protection area and information on how they can help 
prevent pollutants from entering the source waters. 

Steering Committee 
 
Town of Paonia 

Water Quality Monitoring 1. Conduct water quality monitoring of spring intakes as 
required by the Colorado Department of Public Health and 
Environment 

System Managers 
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APPENDIX B: FUNDING SOURCES FOR SOURCE WATER 
PROTECTION 
 
List of Water Related Grant and Loan Programs in Colorado 

(Compiled by Colorado Office of Interbasin Compact Negotiations, August, 2006) 

 
Colorado Water Conservation Board 
 
● Severance Tax Trust Fund Operational Account 
● Flood Hazard Planning and Project Grants 
● Colorado Watershed Protection Fund 
● Water Efficiency Grant Program 
● Water Project Construction Loan Fund 
● Feasibility Study Small Grant Fund 
● Flood Response Fund 
 
Colorado Water Resources and Power Development Authority  
 
● Drinking Water Revolving Fund 
● Small Water Resources Projects 
● Water Pollution Control Revolving Fund 
● Water Revenue Bonds 
 
Reclamation 
 
● Water 2025 Challenge Grant Program 
 
EPA 
 
● Watershed Processes and Water Resources Program 
● Water Resources Research National Competitive Grants Program 
● Clean Water State Revolving Fund 
● Water Quality Cooperative Agreement Allocation 
● Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Program 
 
Conservation Districts 
 
● CRWCD Large Grant Program 
 
Rural Community Assistance Corporation 
 
● Loan Program for Environmental Infrastructure and Water Facilities 
 
Colorado State Parks 
 
● Land and Water Conservation Fund 
 
US Department of Housing and Urban Development 
 
● State Administered Community Development Block Grants 
 
USDA Farm Service Agency 
 
● Farm Loans 
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APPENDIX C:  DELTA COUNTY MASTER PLAN 
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